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"From Darkness to Light explores from a variety of angles the subject of museum lighting in exhibition spaces in America, Japan,
and Western Europe throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Written by an array of international experts, these
collected essays gather perspectives from a diverse range of cultural sensibilities. From sensitive discussions of Tintoretto's
unique approach to the play of light and darkness as exhibited in the Scuola Grande di San Rocco in Venice, to the development
of museum lighting as part of Japanese artistic self-fashioning, via the story of an epic American painting on tour, museum
illumination in the work of Henry James, and lighting alterations at Chatsworth (to name only a few topics) this book is a treasure
trove of illuminating contributions. The collection is at once a refreshing insight for the enthusiastic museum-goer, who is brought
to an awareness of the exhibit in its immediate environment, and a wide-ranging scholarly compendium for the professional who
seeks to proceed in their academic or curatorial work with a more enlightened sense of the lighted space."--Publisher's website.
Until the mid-twentieth century the Western imagination seemed intent on viewing Rome purely in terms of its classical past or as
a stop on the Grand Tour. This collection of essays looks at Rome from a postmodern perspective, including analysis of the city's
'unmappability', its fragmented narratives and its iconic status in literature and film.
Think ‘Venice’, and images of gondolas drifting along misty canals and pigeon-feeding visitors dwarfed by the splendor of St.
Mark’s and its square come unavoidably to mind. If it’s Venetian icons of the sort you’re looking for, this magical city will never
disappoint. But for a more rounded experience, the longtime residents and experts who have contributed to the sixth edition of the
Time Out Venice guide will lead you down back streets and into campi and calli where few tourists tread: to hidden churches with
hidden artworks; to architectural and sculptural gems in concealed courtyards; and to districts where the everyday life of Venice
goes on in time-honored, washing-festooned, market-haggling fashion. And the guide will take you beyond, out across the lagoon
to verdant islands and swimming beaches, as well as to the magnificent cities — Padua, Verona, Vicenza, Treviso — and
countryside of the mainland Veneto region. Highlights: • Venture beyond the well-worn trail from St Mark’s to the Rialto and
perfect the art of getting blissfully lost in the Venetian labyrinth • Explore art-packed churches and breathtaking museums •
Escape the menu turistico and discover Venice’s authentic eateries

As a flight engineer in the Italian Royal Airforce, Vittorio Dall’Anese (1911–1992) participated in the Spanish Civil War,
the North African campaign and other key events that marked the 20th century. The vocational history he committed to
tape, here presented for the first time, recounts the risk and secrecy, as well as the sense of duty and camaraderie, that
characterise warfare. All these themes were a source of inspiration for Annamaria, whose impressionistic texts punctuate
her grandfather’s tale. Her imaginative and atmospheric prose, together with previously unpublished photographs and
documents from the family archives, offers an inventive juxtaposition to Vittorio’s rich and at times gripping historical
account.
Provides tips on inexpensive travel through Italy
The past few years have witnessed a growing academic interest in Italian Studies and an increasing number of symposia
and scholarly activities. This volume originates from the Society for Italian Studies Postgraduate Colloquia that took place
at the University of Leicester and Cambridge in June 2004 and April 2005 respectively. It gathers together articles by
young researchers working on various aspects of Italian Studies. It well illustrates current trends in both typical areas of
research, like literature and 'high culture', and in those which have gained momentum in recent years, like translation and
language studies. The volume offers a taste of the dynamic outlook of current research in Italian Studies: the
interdisciplinary approach of the essays in translation and gender studies, and the innovative methodological
perspectives and findings offered by the new fields of Italian L2 and ethnography. The book is divided into three sections,
each grouping contributions by broad subject areas: literature and culture, translation and gender studies, language and
linguistics. Cross-fertilizations and interdisciplinary research emerge from several essays and the coherent ensemble
constitutes an example of the far-reaching results achieved by current research.
The Florence & Tuscany Guide is the essential contemporary guide to Italy's most famous region. Rewritten and updated
by journalists, artists, and musicians from around the world who live and work in Tuscany, the Second Edition offers
critical reviews of hotels, restaurants, trattorias, and cafes; a cultural round-up of the city's film, music, theater, and
festivals; a guide to specialist vacations, from cooking and wine-tasting to hiking and hang-gliding; and extensive guides
to Siena, Pisa, Lucca, Arezzo, and all the best Tuscan towns and villages.
Artists working in a variety of western European nations have overturned the dominant traditions of comic book
publishing as it has existed since the end of the Second World War, seeking instead to instill the medium with
experimental and avant-garde tendencies commonly associated with the visual arts. This book addresses this
transformation.
The flagship guide in the series delivers the freshest take on Europe in years, featuring the low-down on 25 countries,
including Turkey and Morocco. The guide features 90 maps total, including 11 color maps which are bulleted with sights
and lodgings to help travelers find things fast. "PAcked with things budger travelers have to know . . . solid and
sensible".--New York Times.
Accompanying CD-ROM ... "contains 750 photos, 660 tables of graphic mapping covering 2,100 subjects relating to preservation
and previous restoration work."--Inside back cover.
Secondo volume di scritti scelti tra quanto prodotto nell'arco di un venticinquennio da Limbranauta, mitica creatura veneziana con
6 teste, e anche di più. Tra gli svariati temi di riflessione nessuno è per Limbranauta tanto insignificante da non poter diventare
oggetto di speculazione sotto la lente dell'ironia e del nonsense che diventano strumento di analisi semiseria del reale, lasciando
talvolta una fugace visione di bellezza, l'illuminazione di un attimo, fuori dal buio totale dei nostri giorni. Tutto è potenzialmente
poesia per Limbranauta, un'equazione che letta a rovescio è ancora vera: la poesia è tutto, tutto quello che possiamo permetterci.
Che dovremmo permetterci. A parte ridere, ovvio.
Der Themenschwerpunkt richtet verschiedene Schlaglichter auf das Verhältnis von Religion und Wirtschaft. Es sollen
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Dimensionen eines komplexen Verschränkungsfeldes in zeitlich transversaler Perspektive sichtbar gemacht werden, die Potential
für die künftige Forschung besitzen. Schwerpunkte liegen auf Institutionen und Akteuren sowie auf ökonomischen, theologischen,
religiös-sozialen und wirtschaftsethischen Denkmustern und Kontroversen. This year's edition of the SZRKG focuses on the
relation of religion and economy, highlighting in a perspective of longue durée dimensions of this complex entanglement with
potential for further research. The core areas of the volume are institutions, agents and economic, theological, social and ethical
paradigms and controversies.
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